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		Discover how to leverage modern Unix even if you’ve never worked with Unix before. This book presents everything in conceptual terms that you can understand, rather than tips to be committed raw to memory.

	
		You will learn everyday tasks ranging from basic system administration?partitioning and mounting filesystems, software installation, network configuration, working from the command line) ? to Bourne shell scripting, using graphical applications, as well as fanciful things  such as emulation layers for Windows and Linux and virtualization with VirtualBox.

	
		It’s now 50 years since the creation of Unix but it is still growing. As Unix now moves to everyone's OS (open-source FreeBSD/Linux), it is the perfect time to start your journey with Beginning Modern Unix as your guide. 

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Live comfortably in a modern Unix environment, both on the command-line and in the graphical world. 
	
			Choose the right hardware for Unix
	
			Work with Unix in real world settings
	
			Develop Unix applications
	
			Review advanced techniques in Shell scripting


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		Everyone who uses a computer – those who intend to migrate to Unix as well as those who are worried about migrating to Unix, perhaps fearing it is a pure command-line or ‘difficult’ world.
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Theory of Quantum Computation, Communication, and Cryptography: 7th Conference, TQC 2012, Tokyo, Japan, May 17-19, 2012, Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book constitutes revised selected papers from the 7th Conference on Theory of Quantum Computation, Communication, and Cryptography, TQC 2012, held in Tokyo, Japan, in May 2012. The 12 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this book. They contain original research on the rapidly growing, interdisciplinary...
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Computational Chemistry: Reviews of Current TrendsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005


	There is no doubt that many of the readers of this book series wonder

	how the research/computational facilities will look like in the near future.

	It seems that the efficiency and compactness of the silicon-based

	computers are almost exhausted, and for significant progress one has to

	look for alternative solutions. A very...
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EJB & JSP: Java on the EdgeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book presents JSP and EJB to the HTML-savvy Java programmer, with a caveat: any Java developer interested indeveloping multi-tiered distributed applications needs to know something about a range of J2EE APIs. That said,knowing JSP will allow a programmer to create dynamic web content (easier than with Java Servlets) and knowing EJBwill allow a...
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Link Mining: Models, Algorithms, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	This book presents in-depth surveys and systematic discussions on models, algorithms and applications for link mining. Link mining is an important field of data mining. Traditional data mining focuses on "flat" data in which each data object is represented as a fixed-length attribute vector. However, many real-world data sets are...
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Reviews in Computational Chemistry, Reviews in Computational Chemistry, Volume 18John Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This volume, like those prior to it, features chapters by experts in various fields of computational chemistry. Topics covered in Volume 18 include molecular modeling, computer-assisted molecular design (camd), quantum chemistry, molecular mechanics and dynamics, and quantitative structure-activity relationships (qsar).
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Learning SQL Server Reporting Services 2012Packt Publishing, 2013

	For a newcomer to SQL Reporting Services 2012, things can seem a bit daunting, but this book will ease your path to becoming an expert. Clear instructions and screenshots will have you generating reports in no time.


	Overview

	
		Build applications using the latest Microsoft technologies: SSIS 2012, SSDT, WPF,...
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